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Carlos: Hello Sofia good morning!

Sofia: Good morning Carlos!

Carlos: What are you going to do this winter?

Sofia: I am going to stay at home watching

Christmas movies, what about you?

Carlos: The same as you, this winter I am going

to stay at home, we have to take care

of ourselves.

Sofia: You are right. Could we talk later

please?

I have to do my English homework.

Sofia: Of course.

Carlos: Thank you, good bye. 

Word Bank 

Underline with red color the expressions that we use to have good manners, and with green color the magic words.

1.

2.

3.

, , , and

AnswerKey: 1. Beginning, 2. Middle, 3. End./ RED(Goodmorning, goodbye) GEEN(Please, Thankyou)

Structure of a Dialogue 1

.

1-2-3

Underline



3rd 2

Answer Key: 1.-Middle/End,  2.-Please/Thankyou, 3.-new friends,  4.-playtheguitar  

3.- Make ______ 
__________.

ww

3.- What are you
going to do this year?

4.- What would you
like to do  this school
year?

1.- What is the 
dialogue structure? 1.- Beginning, Middle

and End.

2.- What are some
of the magic words?

2.- Excuse me, ________,   
__________ and You´re
welcome. 

4.- I would like to 
learn how to ______ 
______  ________. 

play the guitar     Middle/ End Please/ Thank you
new friends

EXAMPLE:

, ,

Word Bank
and .

Dialogue
1-2-3



The note is a short-written message
that can be used to ask for help,
request what we need, express wishes
or invitations.

When we write a note, we must be clear,
simple, short and precise.
We use informal language and it consists of
three elements.

The elements of a note are:
Beginning. It refers to whom the note is for.
Middle. It refers to the message.
End. It refers from who the note is written.

1. The note is a long-written message.
True                    False

2. The note can be used to request
what we need.

True                    False

3.    The note must be clear, simple,  
short and precise.

True                    False

4. The elements of a note are 
Beginning and Close.

True                    False

and .
Example:

The Notes3rd 3

Answer Key: 1. False, 2. True, 3. True, 4. False.

1-2-3



3rd 4

Come to my 

Party
7:00 pm

My house

SPIDER MAN

Movie

1. At what time is the Spider Man movie on Saturday?     a)12:00 pm        b)6:00 pm       c)7:00 pm
2. At what time is the party?                                                   a)12:00 pm        b)7:00 pm       c)8:00 pm
3. At what time is the Spider Man movie on Friday?          a) 8:00 pm     b)10:00 pm     c)6:00 pm
4. At what time is the Spider Man movie on Sunday?        a)12:00 pm        b)11:00 am      c)6:00 pm

and Underline, .

Example:

Answer Key: 1. c, 2. b, 3. a, 4. c.

Advertisements

Saturday, November 25th

Showing at 
7:00 pm

Friday, November 24th

Showing at 
8:00 pm

Sunday, November 26th

Showing at 
6:00 pm
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